MANIFESTO

I, VIBHA RANJAN (15B030027) contesting for the post of Cultural Councillor of Hostel 10, if elected, will fulfill my basic duties with full enthusiasm and consolidate H10’s GC participation. I commit to fulfill the following

INITIATIVES AND FOLLOW UPS

- Lukkha Night for sophomores in summers to increase the interaction with seniors.
- Organize “Welcome Party” for the Sophomore batch to promote the interaction between seniors and sophomore
- Jamming session for music during tea party
- Start a hostel YouTube channel to promote the hostel culture
- Push to reinitiate the culture of hostel trip to increase interaction between hostel inmates
- Propose the concept of ‘Making of GC’ videos to highlight the efforts of all the participants
- Organize a book donation drive for collection of books mainly from passing out hostilities for updating hostel library

CULTURAL GC’s

- Ensure maximum participation of sophomores in Sophomore Film League and Photography competition
- Make sure theme meets for GC’s are held on time and auditions are carried out without any deal with proper publicity so that sufficient time is left for practice
- Ensure for publicity posters are put up on time as soon as the Institute Cultural Secretaries announce the GC’s
- Make sure proper work allocation of the council members for the preparation of GC’s to distribute the work load equally
- Make sure the database of hostel is well prepared in advance for maximum participation of hostilities in GC’s
- Ensure proper acknowledgement of winners/participants through appreciative posts on hostel boards/social groups

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER

- Ensure the cultural secretaries are working efficiently by timely conducting council meets and proper work allocation
- Make sure to maintain the transparency by keeping the hostel well informed of Cultural Community decision and ensure proper update of minutes of Hostel Cultural meets on hostel group
- Ensure full support of Cultural Council to Hostel Council

SOCIAL EVENTS

- Ensure that all the important festivals like Independence Day, Republic Day, Holi, Diwali, Ganesh Chaturthi, Janmashtmi, Dussehra, Lohri, Eid, Christmas are celebrated with full enthusiasm
• Organise different genre specific informal events during Hostel Tea Party and Hostel Weekend
• Propose to conduct various fun activities by the cultural council during Hostel Tea Party and Hostel Weekend
• Proper publicity of events and festival will be practiced by the cultural council
• Organise Hostel Fest with proper planning and structure

MISCELLANEOUS
• Organize Election and Hostel orientation session for new entrants of the hostel
• Ensure that the Cultural Calendar is put up every month containing information about all the upcoming cultural events
• Maintain an organized collection of results, photos and videos of hostel cultural activities and GCs
• Ensure timely design, publicity and order of Hostel T-shirt by the Design and PFA secretaries
• Ensure that the ‘Look Back Video’ is made and publicized at the end of the year
• Ensure the proper organization of the award ceremony
• Ensure that all the requirements for Valfi and Award Ceremony are made well in time

RESOURCES & INFRASTRUCTURE
• Push for setting up a dance room on ground floor of the old building
• Ensure regular updating of photo gallery with pictures from recent cultural activities in the hostel as well as GCs
• Buy/restore cultural inventories like makeup kit, screen, microphones, digital camera, speakers, amplifier cables and SD card
• Initiate a proper issuing system for all hostel resources with the help of cultural secretaries

PERFORMING ARTS FESTIVAL (PAF)
• Would extend my full support and coordination to the PAF team to ensure smooth organization of PAF
• Ensure that the PAF OCs are decided before the PAF team formation meet and all the other in charges are made in time
• Ensure flex/soft wood collection after MI, Techfest and ESummit.

CREDENTIALS
• Hostel Cultural Color (2017)
• Best Incharge in PAF’17 (2017)
• Secured 2nd position in Wall painting GC (2017)
• Special Mention in freshiezza Face Painting (2015)